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This is the Second in a three-part series, which I have decided to make public and freely
available.  Part I explores the UK “Lockdown Files” which are a trove of text messages
between and among UK health authorities revealing a startling pattern of using scare
tactics to control the populace.  Part II then explores how these �les reveal more about
the psychological operations waged against UK citizens, as well as the rest of us, with
devastating results.  Part III gets dark and shows the “Midazolam Murders” which saw
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wildly inappropriate drug delivery policies contributing to if not causing the deaths of
many people within the UK hospital and care home systems.

In part I, we covered The Lockdown Files, which exposed the depths to which UK health
of�cials sank in order to scare people into compliance.

But they had help.  Lots of help, mainly from the psychological nudge unit at the UK
Institute for Government’s Behavioral Insights Team, and from SAGE, or the Scienti�c
Advisory Group for Emergencies.

Their goals are always the same; to get a reluctant populace to go along with whatever
the government has schemed up, no questions asked.

These nudge units’ own behaviors are rooted in two things;

�. the certainty that the government has the right answers and

�. an unspoken rule to never look back and see how often that wasn’t the case.

For instance, here’s a public document from SAGE outlining how they might go about
nudging people to comply with social distancing rules.  Never mind that there was zero
science behind the 6-foot rule, nor any nuance around whether that distance was
indoors in a poorly ventilated environment or outdoors.  None of those details mattered. 
What mattered was getting people to comply.

https://peakprosperity.com/the-uk-lockdown-scandal/


Source 

As bad as the UK was, Australia went overboard to an exceptional degree with Australian
politicians being especially vile and nasty about their use of shaming and coercion and
othering to accomplish the aims of locking people down and/or getting them vaccinated.

In the US, we just found out this morning from the latest Matt Taibbi Twitter�les release, 
that various agencies conspired to even block completely true posts about vaccine
injuries because those might have fueled ‘vaccine hesitancy.’

What the even…?
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PandaP(@pandap)
  1 day ago

Trapped In British Columbia

Just a quick comment. Our Public Health Of�cer Bonnie Henry whom we call Bonnie
Umbridge when being cynical, announced yesterday that all British Columbians need
to get their boosters now and that there will be another for the fall. She stated again
that the unvaxxed are at “greater risk” yada yada. And yet the vaxxed people are dying
everywhere. No-one can say they don’t know many people who have died or become
gravely ill this past year – many. We personally have lost count of the injured, dying or
dead in our circles. But still Bonnie continues to spew her garbage. A lot of mask
wearing people abound here on Vancouver Island and they get their news from
“approved sources”. No-one holds her to account. BC is the last province in Canada to
hold with this Ministry of Magic propaganda but we are all forced to live it. I know this
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is off topic. It is simply so frustrating. Thank you for your episodes. They are very
helpful.

1

sarajune1214(@sarajune1214)
  1 day ago

A Comment Regarding The Blonde Lady You Featured Under
“The Impact”

She is a bot.

0

Rodster(@rodster)
  2 days ago

You Want Covid Psyops, Try This

Moderna based their vaccine on theoretical data, they never had a real sample. This is
what you call hoodwinking the global public. Just watch this 1 min video from the
World Economic Forum for admission. Oh ye suckers !

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/vaccine/moderna-never-
had-a-sample-of-the-virus/

 Last edited 2 days ago by Rodster

1

treebeard(@treebeard)
  2 days ago

Silicon Valley Bank

Just went down, funds all the non publicly traded tech companies, all these start ups
are going to have a hard time making payroll Monday. Looks like this time it will be the
tech sector leading the collapse rather than the real estate market, thats where all the
layoff started.
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Look out below!!

0

findingmyway(@findingmyway)
  3 days ago

Terminology

Chris has lamented a few times about needing a better word for “elites”. Since they are
self appointed, “elitist” is more appropriate and doesn’t grant them the high ground. I
prefer the more accurate “parasite”

5

Miken9172(@miken9172)
  3 days ago

Scare Tactics

For months the number of people who had COVID and percent vaccinated were
splashed all over the news

1

jac409(@jac409)
  3 days ago

"The Beatings Will Continue Until Morale Improves."

“The beatings will continue until morale improves.”

That phrase is a personal favorite of mine.

3

Furiosa (@furiosa)

  Reply to    2 days ago

Unfortunately, some heard this when they were children ,and not in a funny type of
way.
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“Stand still laddy!”

0

Quercus bicolor(@quercus-bicolor-2)
  3 days ago

Guilt, Hah!

Imagine how foolish you’ll feel when you get vaccinated and spread covid-19 to
someone you care about anyway (because the vaccine doesn’t stop the spread) and
maybe even suffer a signi�cant vaccine injury.

4

Broadspectrum(@broadspectrum)
  3 days ago

I Have Been An Anti-Vaxer Since 1986/87

Hello All,

My subject line kind of says it all. I am very proud to be one. I realized that the Germ
Theory was totally wrong way back then. I was not fooled by this one either…never will
be. Virology is a TOTAL FRAUD.

I know that there are others that frequent this web-site that also know this TRUTH.
VIRUES DO NOT EXSIST. Period. Full stop, as Chris is fond of saying.
I also stopped believing in Santa Claus when I grew up. I know it is hard to do, to
accept this truth but it is the only way to prevent what was done to our Western
Civilization from happening again. It is time for all of you to grow up too. Thank you.

Broadspectrum

2

Kirk Sexton (@ambientenergy101)

  Reply to    3 days ago

I’ve got to say that viruses do indeed exist. Viruses aren’t affected by antibiotics due

to how they interfere with replicatation and we have to rely on other forms of
treatment such as bolstering the immune system. Simple things like getting your

proper nutrition and vitamins should be patently obvious as key strategies to help.
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Vaccines have worked wonders in the past on planet-wide scourges, we know that
because we have the photos of how bad polio was.. all those kids in iron lungs. The

‘Vaxx’ being administered for C19 is nothing like the well studied, understood, and
proven technologies with decades-long research which backed up actually effective

cures.

I think a lot of people really just have no idea of the ‘how’ behind most of how
everything in the world works and our own misunderstandings of key components

leads us to very different conclusions. Viruses de�nitely exist and I wish this current
struggle was *only* with a virus.

7

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    2 days ago

Hello Kirk Sexton,

Please start here:
THE END OF GERM THEORYhttps://www.bitchute.com/video/Ch8v4TVL9yq0/

Then this:
On Whether Viruses Exist & Why The Covid Virus Has Never Been Isolated

https://odysee.com/@MaajidNawaz:d/38RadicalFull:f

And then these by Jerm over on Jermwarfare.com

https://jermwarfare.com/conversations/tom-cowan-immune-system

In terms of the discourse around viruses and germs in general, I (Jerm) have
had numerous conversations with great thinkers including

Sam Bailey and her husband Mark on their medical journeys;Andrew

Kaufman on virus isolation;David Rasnick on HIV not existing and rethinking
cancer;Anthony Brink on why the former South African president was right

about HIV;Steve Falconer on the death of Germ Theory;Mike Donio on
pharmaceutical propaganda; andMike Stone on questioning the entire �eld of
virology.A lot of folks talk about science and doing the real science. But in the

pseudo scienti�c world of virology the science has NEVER been done. No one
has ever isolated a virus. The artistic pictures of the viruses that Chris and

others use are all just imaginary depictions of what artists think they look like.

You all keep saying that there are only two possibilities for the origin of Sars
Cov II. Either it came from nature or it came from a lab. Well there’s a 3rd and

that is it doesn’t exist at all. The sequences that you all go off of are computer
generated using a computer program so in that respect it did come from a lab

but a COMPUTER LAB.
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Broadspectrum

 Last edited 2 days ago by Broadspectrum

0

Guinifyr (@natashalh)

  Reply to    2 days ago

I’m in camp “viruses do exist but most vaccines aren’t worth it and the polio

shot is a hot mess.”

Bad stuff happened and was labeled as polio…but maybe it was the DDT
being sprayed on kids. Maybe part of the reason it “went away” was that they

renamed it all something else. And then there’s the problem with the bad
batch that killed and injured people. And that RSV came from contaminated

monkey cells used for the polio shot. And that pretty much every case of polio
now is actually the vaccine type.

I’ve listened to Kaufman and Cowan. I �nd them interesting on other things,

but highly unconvincing on the subject of of viruses.

1

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    2 days ago

Hi Guinifyr,

Have you watched yet “The End of Germ Theory”? No virus has EVER
been isolated. If you have watched it then you know that the real
scienti�c experiments done in 1918 to make healthy persons sick with

the “Spanish Flu” were totally unsuccessful. Nobody got sick no mater
what method they tried to make the test subjects sick. That’s proof that

the germ theory is incorrect. And if you haven’t seen it then get back to
me when you do. Otherwise, you just don’t know of what you are
speaking.

And this interviewee explains it very well. Please watch/listen to it. Thank
you.

https://odysee.com/@MaajidNawaz:d/38RadicalFull:f

Broadspectrum

0
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Laura MacKay (@ljmackay)

  Reply to    1 hour ago

See Dr. Zach Bush for interesting take (new to me, anyway) on viruses. For example:

“The warrior mentality has also led to a mischaracterization of the innate immune

system where it is often described as a protective barrier separating us from the
perceived threats of nature. When you consider that over half of the human

genome is of viral genetic origin, you have to wonder how signi�cant is this threat
and is there even a threat at all. Our ability to interact with nature at a biological
level is paramount to our survival. The innate immune system is not �ghting against

nature, it’s an intelligent, dynamic, living mechanism connecting us to nature and
keeping us in a balanced relationship with nature by promoting biodiversity— not

eliminating it. We have to coexist with the microorganisms that surround us and it’s
the innate immune system via the gut microbiome that assures balance between
protection and adaptation.”

https://zachbushmd.com/innate-immune-system/

0

findingmyway(@findingmyway)
  3 days ago

Missing Arms

Interesting that the are missing the big arm. Get it or lose your job and livelyhood.

2

bluelabelmuzik(@bluelabelmuzik)
  3 days ago

‘Right & Wrong’ – A Clue To The Meaning Of The Universe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmHXYhpEDfM

3

isjrb029 (@isjrb029)

  Reply to    2 days ago

Great vid. Interesting.
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1

Derek in the Flat Lands(@holytoled-io)
  3 days ago

Thank You Chris.

For all that you do!

4

mikies123(@mikies123)
  3 days ago

CDC: Recipe For Fostering Public Interest And High Vaccine
Demand--

The CDC in a publication titled Recipe for Fostering Public Interest and High Vaccine
Demand, encouraged physicians and public health of�cials to “state concern and
alarm” and “predict dire outcomes” for the upcoming �u season.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/01-29-CDC-�u-uptake-
presentation-Nowak.pdf

The CDC has been doing this for a long time with the help of the MSM.

4

Hans(@hansh)
  3 days ago

Write Off

I can write off my entire family. They all fell for it and have big dif�culties to climb out.
It is sad.

11
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Helix2 (@helix2)

  Reply to    3 days ago

I’m sorry, Hans. It is sad, and I hope they come around.

2

RussCR5187 (@russcr5187)

  Reply to    2 days ago

It’s possible they have been captured by Mass Formation as described by Mattias

Desmet. He characterizes it as a kind of hypnosis. The primary pre-conditions are
isolation, confusion, and free-�oating anxiety, which makes them vulnerable to the

kind of messaging Chris presents here.

0

h.badger (@h-badger)

  Reply to    2 days ago

I can’t click the like button on this one.. my empathy with this harsh and cruel
predicament.

0

John Goodwin(@jhgoodwin)
  3 days ago

Did Chris Martenson Discover A Problem Worse Than Tyrants,
Broken Vaccines And Vaccine Harms?

As much as I lament the harms brought about by the Covid-19 panic, I think Chris may
have found a greater harm.

First a short story.

Some of you may have heard of “dynamite �shing”. In this method, a stick of dynamite
is lit, timed for how long it will take to explode, then thrown into the water. The
explosion concusses the heck out of the �sh and they �oat to the surface. If dynamite
was cheap, I could imagine there would be no �sh left anywhere if this method caught
on.

Did the world just witness the biggest example of dynamite �shing for people? If yes,
then as much as we debate the risks of social media, bots, trolls, and the like, we may
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be in for a world where 1984 looks like and upgrade. I wonder if these behavioral
specialists will become the new method of amping up marketing for not just
governments, but anyone – ANYONE.

The cascaded consequences of such a world would likely be worse than nuclear
fallout.

I imagine we can try to �nd some method for tracking the number of job postings
soliciting such persons and track them over time to see if that’s where we are going.

May it never be.

3

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    3 days ago

The effects of using these weaponized psyops will become apparent over the years.

Many have lost families, friends, colleagues, lovers, parents and children over this.

That toll will ripple through the years. For some there will be no return.

Like for poor Sam Harris, I suspect.
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I submit to you the “nudgers” all consider themselves good people, trying to do
good things. But in reality, they were like Monkeys with Machineguns.

They could not fully appreciate the weapon in their hands. It was beyond their

cortical depth.

14

Mysterymet (@mysterymet)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Apparently Sam Harris thinks he is one of the few people smart enough to

determine who is quali�ed enough to do their own research. I never enjoyed
his podcasts. Jordan peterson and Jonathan haidt are both much better.

8
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davefairtex (@davefairtex)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Sorry Sam. Shot kills more than it saves. That’s from P�zer’s own clinical trial
data. Doesn’t take much of a “quali�cation” to look at the all cause mortality

data and say – gosh, if I have a greater chance of dying from the shot than I do
with salt water – I think I’ll pick the salt water thanks.

He’s a “trust the experts” guy, it seems. Of course if bad people can corrupt
the “experts”, they can engage in mass murder with Sam none-the-wiser.

7

drpropaganda (@drpropaganda)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Sam Harris is one of those self-described intellectuals who mistakes being

bland for being rational and wise. The only use he has is to put people to sleep
with his monotone droning.

2

ChrisFreeman (@chrisfreeman)

  Reply to    3 days ago

With your analogy do you mean that this op was the dynamite �shing where all the
places they’ve used similar processes in marketing and news in the past 30 years
was a more normal sort of �shing?

The focus grouped, emotionally targeted messaging has been around for quite
some time. Along with several other forms of nudging and persuasion.

1

RussCR5187 (@russcr5187)

  Reply to    2 days ago

I believe what you describe is now being called “Fifth Generation Warfare”.

Behavioral change via propaganda, censorship, social media manipulation, and so
on.

0

Rodster(@rodster)
  3 days ago
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Request For A Future Chris Article

Chris how about delving into the supposed claim that TPTB plan on injecting our food
source with mRNA tech? That includes animals as well as fruits and vegetables.

It would be reassuring to know since this topic is right in your wheelhouse, as to the
implications if this turns out to be true. Will we potentially have the same health risks
as those who took the CV1984 injections?

 Last edited 3 days ago by Rodster

2

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Well, that kind of depends on what the mRNA tech is aiming to do. Of course, we
have mRNA in every living cell in our bodies.

What we didn’t have before was mRNA churning out full-length spike proteins that
had been fashioned via a quite unnatural methyl pseudouridine, codon-optimized

pathway.

That should never have been done.

The rest I’ll have to take on a case-by-case basis but my default setting is “we sure

as hell don’t need any of that.”

Nature is plenty. Let’s �gure out how to work with her.

10

Rodster(@rodster)
  3 days ago

RE: Perceived Threat

I love the part where it mentions they have to enact Defcon 5 because people just
don’t feel threatened by the low death count. Orly?

Could it be that, turned out to be the case anyway? The thing that bugs me about the
entire Covid 1984 scam-demic is that there were reports that the CDC was counting
Covid deaths even if you died in a head-on collision. If you tested positive you were a
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Covid statistic. If you were killed by a wild animal and you tested positive, you were a
CV1984 statistic.

What really gets me is that the test the CDC approved were beyond unreliable. I never
tested positive for CV1984 but my doctor refused to see me at the height of the
hysteria because I had a bad cold and I was told, that was CV19.

So I got tested and yup, NEG result.

4

thecountmc (@thecountmc)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Tests were beyond crap… Pretty clear I had caught Omicron …. 6 weeks later I was
totally �ne HOWEVER…

I needed to a recent negative test to attend a concert my wife wanted to go to since
we didnt have compliance cards… So I took 2 tests same day because the 1st

pharmacy said they were backlogged and results may be late… so i booked again at
the same major pharmacy different location… 1 came back Positive?, 2nd came back
Negative?…. guess I got over it from 6 weeks back and was all cured in an hour

between the drive between pharmacies?.

Bigger tell…. I also made an testing appointment for my wife, same pharmacy same

day…. after my 1st came back Positive .. she said wait.. mine will come back positive
too…

I said how do you know?.. she said because the pharmacist turned their head away

and I never put it in my nose at all, I took the the sterile swab broke it and put it in
the tube and i told them i swabbed it in my nose.

She said this is all a BS money laundering scam you just wait.. no way it could be

positive unless they are intentionally lying…. Guess what? hers came back positive
too… so explain that one?

Test results were worst than meaningless.. they were either random or
manufactured……….. full stop….MAYBE if the jabs uptake was slowing down?
hmmm… bump up the positive test rates to drive the fear…

 Last edited 3 days ago by thecountmc
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davefairtex (@davefairtex)

  Reply to    3 days ago
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One way to assist a test in coming to the correct conclusion is by using a nasal
spray pre-test. Study from Bangladesh told me that one.

That’s probably why the bad people don’t like nasal sprays.

2

RandomMike (@randommike)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Has anyone here ever thought that the tests themselves could be used to

spread a disease? A friend of mine wants to know.

5

RussCR5187 (@russcr5187)

  Reply to    2 days ago

I’m not sure what use covid testing even provides at this point. Omicron is most
certainly no worse an illness, and very likely more mild, than in�uenza for the vast

majority of people.
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REPLAY: December Peak Insider Live Q&A with Chris and Evie
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